A simple agar plate assay for screening siderophore producer yeasts.
Yeasts produce hydroxamate-type siderophores (iron-binding compounds) in response to Fe-stress conditions. Because these siderophores are important to the biocontrol of postharvest diseases of apple and pears, a method for screening siderophore producer yeast was developed. The screening method was carried out in special Petri dishes with eight or nine wells (25-mm diameter). These wells were filled with siderophore production medium and seeded with yeasts isolated from epiphytic apple microflora. After yeasts grew (24-48 h), holes (2-mm diameter) were made in the agar of each well. Holes were filled with an acid solution of ferric perchlorate. After 10-15 min, reddish halos appeared in the bottom of the plate and their intensities were compared with standards. Standards were prepared in the same special dish with rhodotorulic acid solutions (concentrations between 0.05 and 1 g/l) plus 2% agar. When agar solidified into wells, holes were made and filled with ferric perchlorate solution. Color intensities of reddish halos were proportional to siderophore concentration and the detection limit was 0.1 g/l. It was possible to correlate the production of siderophore in solid medium with the results obtained in liquid medium. The methodology was also a useful tool for making a preliminary assessment of the influence of different factors on the siderophore production.